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November 2011 from Feiertag Financial Services

 
Thank you for your business and trust throughout the year. It is important to review your accounts periodically to make
sure you are still on track to meet your goals.

When we mapped your investment objectives, we discussed your goals, time horizons, and comfort with investment risk.
Take a moment to think about any changes in your life that may have occurred recently. Examples of events that may
warrant a review of your portfolio include: change in employment status, graduations, change in family size, or a major
purchase such as a new home.

A financial check-up is simply an opportunity for us to review your portfolio in light of your current financial needs. If
your circumstances have changed, we can talk and re-map your investment strategy and make appropriate adjustments to
your allocation of assets to help keep you on the road to your financial destination. Perhaps nothing has changed - and
that's all right - we should still review ways to maintain or strengthen your plan. Remember, effective investing requires
discipline and commitment.

If you are still working and meet the IRA income guidelines for contributing to a Roth IRA, now is a good time to think
about funding your Roth IRA for 2011. You have until April 16, 2012 to make your 2011 Roth IRA contribution.

This is a good time to look at the tax consequences of making sales in your non-retirement accounts. In order to take a
loss against ordinary income these trades must settle by year-end.

Please call us to schedule your check-up visit. Please note our office will be closed from December 10 until Decemberth

20 . Please call early to schedule your review.th

Remember to check out our Website at . You will be able to get weekly economic andWWW.STEVENFEIERTAG.COM
market updates by opening the "Weekly Economic Commentary" and the "Weekly Market Commentary" located on the
left column of our home page.

Eileen and I want to wish you and your family a Happy Thanksgiving!

Steven I. Feiertag, CFP®

Registered Representative, LPL Financial

2107 Reston Circle

Royal Palm Beach, FL 33411

800-252-4276

 

Securities offered through LPL Financial. Member FINRA/SIPC.

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your
financial advisor prior to investing.
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European Rescue Package

 

European Rescue Package

The European summit on October 26, the fourteenth in 21 months, finally produced a deal in a late-night negotiating
session. European leaders announced a deal that was close to what had been carefully leaked over the prior weeks of
deliberations and had helped the S&P 500 Index to rally off of the lows of the year. From the closing low on October 3,
the Index has climbed nearly 17% in just three and a half weeks and is on pace for the largest monthly gain since 1987.

Overall, the statement confirms the view that the risk of a 2008-like financial crisis erupting in Europe, which has been
the focus of global markets in recent months, has been taken off the table. However, over the long term, concerns remain
about the outlook for economic growth in Europe and the ability of some peripheral countries to meet budget targets.
While the statement does not clarify all the details, it does lay out the three most important aspects of the rescue package:

Reducing Greece's debt. The package cuts Greece's debt burden with a 50% "haircut" on Greek bonds. Private
investors, including banks, will swap their Greek bonds for those with half the face value, but higher quality
given an additional 30 billion euro cushion provided against further losses. 

A bigger buffer against bank losses. Overall, European banks will be required to raise 106 billion euros to
temporarily maintain a higher buffer against additional losses on their bond holdings. Banks will be given the
opportunity to raise this capital on their own and plug any gaps with funding from their own government and the
ability to tap the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) as a last resort. 

Insurance against loss on European government bonds. The EFSF will provide guarantees against the first
20-25% of losses on about one trillion euros of European government debt.

The concerns may be shifting from a crisis to a recession in Europe, as it is likely that Europe will experience a mild
recession next year. However, European growth could be even weaker in light of the spending austerity and potential for
less lending by the banks. The next step in a successful plan to stabilize Europe is for the European Central Bank to cut
interest rates soon and reverse the two rate hikes they made earlier this year to promote growth and lending.

While the devil of the European plan remains in the details, the deal could shift investor focus to U.S. markets where
economic growth and corporate profits continue to chug along. Third-quarter economic growth, as measured by gross
domestic product (GDP), was recently reported at 2.5%, nearly double the pace of growth witnessed in the first two
quarters of the year combined. Within the S&P 500, 75% of the companies that have reported third-quarter earnings thus
far have exceeded expectations and the companies, in aggregate, are tracking to 15% year-over-year earnings growth,
surpassing the 12-13% growth rate that was forecast. Given the current backdrop, we expect the market to remain
volatile, though we do believe there is moderate upside to the S&P 500 Index between now and year-end.

As always, I encourage you to contact me with any questions.

Important Disclosures

 

The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can
be no guarantee that strategies promoted will be successful.

The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to
measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market
value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.

International and emerging markets investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation
and political instability and may not be suitable for all investors.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial.

 

Tracking #1-018841 | (Exp.10/12)
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Use Caution When Searching for Yield

 
For a long while, short-term interest rates have been very low, and yields on various savings and investment
products-such as money market accounts and short-term CDs-are below or at the current rate of inflation.

In search of higher yields, some investors are taking on dangerous levels of risk as they explore bonds. Not all bond funds
are the same, and for the price of higher yields, an investor could actually lose principal. As with any investment, weigh
the risks or consequences along with its potential for higher returns.

Always Consider Both Risk and Return

Understand the risks that affect bonds. As always, risk and return go hand in hand. There's a reason that a higher-yielding
bond fund offers the potential for higher returns. Just like stocks, high yield bonds can have fairly large swings in
performance-from doubledigit annual losses to double-digit gains.

On the other hand, being very conservative will protect your money from investment market swings, but you'll face other
risks. These include:

Interest rate risk-Bonds can be adversely affected by the movement of interest rates. As rates rise, bond prices
drop. The longer the bond's duration, the more it will be affected by interest rate movements. Even long-term
government bonds can lose principal as rates rise, and interest rates will eventually rise-no one knows when or
how quickly.
Inflation risk-All investments have some degree of inflation risk. That's the risk that a rise in the price of goods
and services will erode the value of that investment. If inflation rises faster than the yield of a conservative
savings vehicle, such as a certificate of deposit or money market account, then the value of those savings will
drop in real (after-inflation) terms. The longer the investment period, the more inflation grows as a concern.
Longevity risk-The greatest risk that we face as we head towards retirement is longevity-the chance that we
might outlive our money. Because of this risk, and inflation risk, it's important to explore investing in stocks as
part of your long-term investment mix, because stocks can outpace the long-term rate of inflation and potentially
generate higher returns.

Diversified approach always good

Investors face numerous risks. Because your financial security could be affected by any one of these risks, it's good to
maintain a broadly diversified portfolio that protects you from a variety of risks. Consider your time horizon and risk
tolerance when deciding how much risk to take on as you seek higher yields, and be wary of exposure to unnecessary-or
dangerous-levels of risk.

These bonds are issued by companies with poor credit ratings-firms that have a greater chance of defaulting on the bond.
These higher-risk bond issuers must offer higher yields in order to attract investors and compensate them for the
additional credit risk.

Kmotion, Inc., P.O. Box 1456, Tualatin, OR 97062; www.kmotion.com

© 2011 Kmotion, Inc. This newsletter is a publication of Kmotion, Inc., whose role is solely that of publisher. The
articles and opinions in this newsletter are those of Kmotion. The articles and opinions are for general information only
and are not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. Nothing in this publication shall
be construed as providing investment counseling or directing employees to participate in any investment program in any
way. Please consult your financial advisor or other appropriate professional for further assistance with regard to your
individual situation.

LPL Compliance # 713468

http://www.kmotion.com
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The Emotional Roller Coaster

 
Sometimes the obvious thing to do in investing is not the right thing to do, largely due to the emotional element of
investing.  Emotion, however, tellsThe best entry points for long term investors can be during market declines.
investors the exact opposite, because during declines is when they are likely the most fearful. The reverse is true in
stronger markets, as rising prices of stocks often lead to optimism, which inspires investors to buy at higher prices.

Media buzz words detail the emotional roller coaster investors ride during a
market downturn and upswing.

Benefits of Patience

The table below illustrates the effect of a bad market, but more importantly the powerful element of patience and a
long-term orientation.

Off to a bad start?

Despite starting at the "worst times" markets reward investors.

Imagine starting to invest at precisely the wrong time: at the peak of the market just before a bear market decline. Even if
investors experience one of the worst time periods for investing, over the longer term, markets have risen and portfolio
values have increased.
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Tracking #489913 (Exp. 11/10)

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial.



The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your
financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All
indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

LPL Financial, Member FINRA/SIPC
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